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Pressure-strain-rate events in 
homogeneous turbulent shear flow 
B y  JAMES G. BRASSEURt AND MOON J .  LEEt 
A detailed study of the intercomponent energy transfer processes by the pressure- 
strain-rate in homogeneous turbulent shear flow is presented. Probability density 
functions (pdf’s) and contour plots of the rapid and slow pressure-strain-rate ( r i j  
and 4 i j )  show that the energy transfer processes are extremely peaky, with high- 
magnitude events dominating low-magnitude fluctuations, as reflected by very high 
flatness factors (30-40) of the pressure-strain-rate. 
The concept of the energy transfer class defined as 
has been applied to investigate details of the direction as well as magnitude of the 
energy transfer processes. In incompressible flow, six disjoint energy transfer classes 
exist. Examination of contours in instantaneous fields, pdf’s and weighted pdf’s 
of the pressure-strain-rate indicates that in the low-magnitude regions (roughly 
I4aal < 1.5 r.m.s. 4aa) all six classes play an important role, but in the high- 
magnitude regions four classes of transfer processes, C++-, C-++, C-+- and 
C--+, dominate. The contribution to the average slow pressure-strain-rate from 
the high-magnitude fluctuations is only 50% or less. The relative significance of 
high- and low-magnitude transfer events is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
We continue the analysis of the local intercomponent energy transfer process 
associated with the pressure-strain-rate correlation terms in the dynamic equation 
for the Reynolds-stress tensor, initiated in Brasseur & Lee (1987, hereafter referred 
to as BL). The work continues a program of enquiry into the kinematic structure 
and dynamic processes associated with local, random events underlying statistical 
quantities modeled in second-order closures. Event refers to a local concentration 
of the quantity in an instantaneous turbulent field. The aim is to describe classes of 
local events with similar characteristics, their interrelationships, and their relative 
kinematic and dynamic significance. Of particular interest is the structure and 
overall contribution of the most powerful events relative to the underlying low-level 
turbulent field. 
The pressure-strain-rate term is the most controversial and least-understood term 
modeled in Reynolds-stress transport closures. Direct numerical simulations are 
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ments (Harris et al. 1977; Tavoularis & Corrsin 1981) and numerical simulations 
(Rogallo 1981; Rogers et al. 1986; Lee et al. 1987) suggest that homogeneous shear 
flow approaches an asymptotic-growth state in which the streamwise component 3 
contains the - most energy, followed by the spanwise component 3, then the normal 
component v2. 
The present investigation makes use of the full simulation data of homogeneous 
shear flow (Rogers et al. The simulation was carried out by using the 1986). 
ideally suited to its study. The analysis begins with homogeneous turbulence in 
which pressure-induced intercomponent energy transfer may be unambiguously de- 
scribed by the correlation between fluctuating pressure p and strain-rate tensor 
s;j = f (u; , j  +uj,;).  Homogeneous turbulent shear flow is analysed as a prototypical 
shear flow with turbulence production by mean shear. Significant structural and 
statistical similarities have been found between homogeneous shear flow and inho- 
mogeneous wall-bounded flows (Kim et al. 1987; Lee et al. 1987; Rogers & Moin 
1987). 
Pressure (and accordingly pressure-strain-rate) is commonly decomposed into 
‘slow’ and ‘rapid’ parts (see 32.1). In BL, both rapid and slow parts are discussed. 
Here, we shall concentrate on slow pressure-strain-mte events, and on a single 
realization in the asymptotic development of the flow. 
I 2. Preliminary considerations 
2.1. Homogeneous turbulent shear jlow 
The transport equation for the Reynolds stresses Rij = 2L;2Lj in homogeneous 
turbulence may be written as 
dR;j 
dt 
-- - Pij + Oij + T;j - Dij, 
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FIGURE 1. The subset of the computational domain and the cy-plane (hatched) 
over which the contours in figures 2 and 6 are shown. The spanwise location of the 
plane was arbitrarily chosen at the middle of the domain. 
near St = 16). At St = 8, the Taylor-microscale Reynolds number is 74 and the 
dimensionless shear rate is Sq2/e = 8.8 (where q2 = Rii and e = 4Di i ) -  
Corresponding to the two terms on the right hand side of the equation for fluc- 
tuating pressure in homogeneous shear flow 
1 
P 
-v2p = -2su2,1 - ui,juj,;, 
pressure may be decomposed into two parts: p = pI + p s .  The rapid pressure p, 
responds directly to the mean shear, whereas the slow pressure p, changes indirectly 
by the fluctuating velocities. Instantaneous pressure-strain-rate is accordingly sep- 
arated into the rapid and slow parts: 
In BL, it was found that r.m.s. rapid pressure is approximately twice r.m.s. slow 
pressure from St = 4 to 8. The correlation coefficient between p ,  and pr, however, is 
very small, providing strong support for the modeling of the rapid and slow pressure- 
strain-rate terms separately (e.g. Lumley 1978). The lack of correlation between 
rapid and slow pressure is associated with a large difference in scale; p ,  is contained 
within a very-large-scale, plane-wave-like structure, whereas p, is concentrated in 
scales roughly corresponding to the ‘energy-containing’ eddies. Rapid and slow 
pressure-strain-rate, however, are only a factor of two different in scale, residing 
roughly within the ‘energy-containing’ range (vid. BL). 
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2.2. Classes of the intercomponent energy trandfer 
In order to explore the details of the physical processes in which turbulent kinetic 
energy is exchanged among components, we introduce the concept of class of the 
energy transfer processes. We discuss here only the slow pressure-strain-rate 4ij , 
but the same technique has also been applied to the rapid term. 
A class of the intercomponent energy transfer C'l'a's is defined as the set of 
dij(x,t) with the same 'sign triplet' ( ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 )  that are the signs of the intercom- 
ponent energy exchange, 411, 4 2 2  and 433. There are six possible classes of the 
intercomponent energy transfer:t 
{4ij(x,t) 1411 2 0,422 2 0,433 2 0). Cfff = (4) 
For example, C-++ denotes the class of +ij in which energy leaves u (411 < 0) and 
enters v and w (422 > 0,433 > 0). It may be noted that this classification is unique 
and the six classes are disjoint (or mutually exclusive). 
The classification is used to quantify the contribution from each class to the 
average pressure-strain-rate. For this purpose, let I$"~'~ denote the values of the 
components of the instantaneous 4ij that belong to class C'l"''. Since the classes 
are disjoint, the average value of a pressure-strain-rate component is the sum of the 
contributions from the six classes for that component: 
where 
For example, @::+ represents the average value of all 411's that belong to class 
C-++ (411 < 0,422 > 0 and 433 > 0). 
By definition, @::-, @:;' and @:;- are positive, and hence each represents 
energy transfer into u. The sum of these three positive parts represents the total 
energy transfer into u. The converse is true of the three negative contributions 
@;:+, @;:- and @;<+. Thus, the average energy transfer rate in u may be 
decomposed as follows: 
where 
@ll = @:I +@TI, (7) 
@tl = @:;a's = @++- 11 + @;;+ + @t;-, ( 8 4  
@T1 = @;;a- =@-++ 11 + q:- + @Fl-+. (W 
a a , . 3 = f  
aa , . s= f  
A similar decomposition can be obtained for the other components by appropriate 
permutation of the indices and sign triplets. 
t (i) Classes C+++ and C---  are impossible in incompressible flow since u;; = 0. (ii) The 
special cases with eero energy transfer in one, two or all components are ignored, since these occur 
very rarely in practice. 
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3. The local process of intercomponent energy transfer: slow term 
3.1. Spatial distribution of press ure-s train- rat e 
Statistical averages of the instantaneous pressurestrain-rate terms ~ i j  and I$i j  
show that energy is transferred out of the streamwise component u into the normal 
and spanwise components v and w ,  with w receiving the greater amount. At St  = 8, 
the rapid and slow terms remove energy from u at the same rate. However, the 
rapid term transfers energy from u (and a lesser amount from v )  into the spanwise 
component w ,  whereas the slow term transfers energy from u almost entirely into 
the normal component v (see BL). 
As discussed in BL, however, analysis of the concentration of pressurestrain-rate 
events suggests a different, more complex process. We shall restrict the discussion to 
the slow term. Figure 2 shows contours of constant 4 1 1 , 4 2 2  and 4 3 3  on the ty-plane 
shown in figure 1 (a 64 x 64 subset of the computational domain). The negative 
(solid) and positive (dashed) contours displayed are for lI$aal 2 100 (corresponding 
to 1.2-16.0 times the r.m.s. values). In this range, is highly concentrated in 
relatively few (perhaps 30-40) powerful events over the computational domain. 
The event labeled @ is the most powerful event in the computational domain 
(see BL for details). Here, it may be observed by overlaying the contours that 
energy is transferred locally from u, primarily to w and a little to v (small region 
of 4 2 2  > 0), and that w receives from v also. A similar process occurs in event 
@. In event 0, energy leaves w to enter v ;  and in some parts of @, energy is 
transferred from v to w ,  but from w to v in other parts. 
In figure 3, a schematic is shown of the local energy transfer processes estimated 
by overlaying the contours in figure 2 and by classifying them into the six disjoint 
classes described in 52.2. Notice that the ‘net’ effect of energy transfer in the 
powerful events obtained by adding the contributions from the six classes is such 
that energy leaves u and enters v ,  consistent with the statistical averages. However, 
actual transfer processes are quite different. Among the possible six classes four 
classes of energy transfer are dominant (Le. are associated with greatest amount of 
the energy transfer): 
Hence, the detailed processes underlying the net transfer (out of u into v )  are such 
that energy is transferred from u primarily into w (C-++ and C--+), with v 
receiving most of its energy from w rather than from u (C-+- and C++-). 
3.2. Probability density functions (pdf ’s) 
To characterize more quantitatively the local pressure-strain-rate events, a wide 
range of pdf’s have been calculated. Comparison of pressure pdf’s (not shown) with 
those in the log layer of a turbulent channel flow (J. Kim 1988, private communi- 
cation) shows remarkable correspondence. 
Pdf’s P(4cra) of the diagonal components of 4ij in standard form (scaled by the 
respective r.m.s. values b;, 4k2, 4i3) are shown in figure 4; a Gaussian distribu- 
tion is also plotted as a dotted line for reference. The flatness factors of 411, 4 2 2  
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FIGURE 2. Contours of slow pressure-strain-rate on the zy-plane shown in figure 1 
at St = 8: (a) 411; , negative; ----, positive. Four significant 
events are labeled 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic of the intercomponent energy transfer process, as deduced 
from contours of in figure 2, shows that four transfer classes C++-, C-++, 
C-+- and C--+ are dominant. 
and 4 3 3  are 41, 39 and 27, respectively. The high flatness factors, with the spikes 
in the pdf’s near zero (see figure 4), are a reflection of the spottiness of the dis- 
tribution of 4 i j  with concentrated, high-magnitude events towering over a ‘sea’ of 
low-magnitude fluctuations. The skewness factors of 411, 4 2 2  and 4 3 3  are -3.9, 3.3 
and 0.3, respectively. The high negative skewness factor of 411 is indicative of dom- 
inance of negative events in the high-magnitude region; and the converse is true of 
4 2 2 .  However, combination of the low skewness factor and high flatness factor of 4 3 3  
implies that high-level fluctuations of 4 3 3  are relatively equally distributed on the 
both sides (figure 4c). These results are consistent with the deductions illustrated 
in figure 3. 
The statistical average of the nth moment of a random variable 4 is obtained by 
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FIGURE 4. Pdf's of the diagonal elements of 4 i j :  ( u )  P(411); ( b )  P(422);  (c) P(433). 
---- , Gaussian distribution. 
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integrating the pdf of 4 weighted by nth power of 4: 
- 
In order to evaluate the relative contributions to the mean value Qr,, = q5,, from 
different ranges of &, the weighted pdfdefined as &clP(4,,) is shown in figure 5 
(the subdivisions are discussed below). The long tail in the negative 411 region (4Tl) 
in figure 5(a) indicates that there is a substantial amount of energy leaving u in 
high-magnitude events, say, 411/& < -1.5 (see also figure 4a). On the other hand, 
figure 5(b) indicates that events with high-magnitude positive 4 2 2  (r$t2) dominate in 
transferring energy into v (say 422/4i2 > 1.5). However, both positive and negative 
4 3 3  events (q5$3, 4T3) equally contribute to the average 4533 in the high-magnitude 
regions (say 1433/&) > 1.5, figure 5c). Also note that a considerable contribution 
to the statistical averages comes from low-magnitude events, I&,/q5~,1 < 1.5 (see 
53.3 for a discussion). 
The decomposition of the pressure-strain-rate introduced in 52.2 is applied to the 
weighted pdf. In figure 5, the height within each band denoted by a sign triplet 
shows the weighted pdf of &, belonging to the corresponding class, and the area 
in that band represents contribution to the average from the class. For example, 
in figure 5(a), the area in the band (- + +) represents @;,+ from class C-++ (in 
which 411 < 0, 4 2 2  > 0, 4 3 3  > 0): 
It is apparent that, in the low-magnitude regions, all the six classes of intercom- 
ponent energy transfer events play a significant role. However, high-magnitude 
portions (the tails of the weighted pdf’s) are always dominated by only one class of 
events. In all, four classes of events dominate at high magnitudes - the same four 
classes listed in (9) on the basis of high-magnitude &a contours. 
Close agreement can be found between the high-magnitude portions of the pdf’s 
and the local processes shown in figures 2 and 3. In the tail (figure 5a), for 
example, C-++ events are the major contributor. Similarly, the C-+- events 
dominate in the 4;2 tail of figure 5(b), and C++- and C--+ events, respectively, 
in the 4y3 and 4z3 tails of figure 5(c). 
3.3. Relative significance of high- and low-magnitude eventa 
In contrast with the concentration of pressure-strain-rate events with high mag- 
nitude in figure 2, it is clear from the weighted pdf’s (figure 5 )  that the net contribu- 
tion of these powerful events to the statistical average is not necessarily dominant. 
This is because these events are concentrated in regions of very small volume and 
tower over a vast ‘sea’ of low-magnitude fluctuations whose total contribution to 
the average is as significant (figure 4). It is also clear from the previous discussions 
that the character of the high- and low-magnitude events is quite different. Indeed, 
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FIGURE 5. Weighted pdf's of the diagonal elements of 4ij: (a) c#q1P(&1); (a) 
0 2 2 P ( 4 2 2 ) 3  (4 4 3 3 W 3 3 ) .  ---- , weighted pdf for Gaussian distribution. The height 
within each band denoted by a sign triplet shows the weighted pdf of +uu belonging 
to the corresponding class, and the area in that band represents contribution to the 
average from the class. 
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FIGURE 6. Contours of 411 as in figure 2(a) with contours below 411 = 100 added. 
Note that countour increments below 411 = 100 are one-tenth of those above 100. 
there is evidence that the powerful events are associated with the local coherent 
structure of the vorticity field (see BL). 
Figure 6 shows contours of constant 411 as in figure 2(a),  but includes low-level 
contours below 100 (1.5 r.m.s.), the lowest level in figure 2(a). Note that the contour 
increment is 10 times smaller below 14111 = 100 than above 100. Clearly, there is 
a great deal of low-magnitude activity which does not appear in figure 2(a). It 
turns out that the relative contribution to the average of the high-magnitude events 
(arbitrarily defined by the cutoff at 1.5 r.m.s) in each of the four dominant classes 
discussed above is roughly 50%. In other words, the high- and low-magnitude events 
contribute almost equally to the averages. 
The statistical averages within each class of events, calculated by integrating the 
weighted pdf's in each band over all magnitudes of dij, are schematically shown in 
figure 7. The same characteristics as in figure 3 can be found in this figure, i.e. most 
of energy transfer is carried out within the same four classes of events. Differences 
in detail, we speculate, are associated with the contributions of the low-magnitude 
4ij fluctuations to the averages. 
Inspection of the energy transfer patterns in figure 7 poses an interesting question 
about the kinematic structure of the flow regimes involving intercomponent energy 
transfer. It appears that there is a common pattern of energy exchange in the 
all classes: the dominant energy transfer to or from one component is provided 
equally by the other two components. Does this mean that energy is exchanged 
axisymmetrically? If the off-diagonal terms in bij (equivalently, sij) are negligible, 
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FIGURE 7. Schematic of the intercomponent energy transfer processes, representing 
the contributions from all magnitudes of t$ij events, i.e. integration of the weighted 
pdf’s in figure 5.  The schematic also shows that the four classes C++-, C-++, 
C-+- and C--+ are dominant (see figure 3). 
then most of the energy transfer takes place within axisymmetric flow regimes, either 
‘rod-like’ or ‘disk-like’ type. The answer awaits invariant analysis of the tensorial 
characteristics of the pressure-strain-rate (and strain rate). 
I 
I 4. Concluding remarks 
Although a great deal has been learn‘ed about the process of intercomponent 
energy transfer as described by pressure-strain-rate correlations, many questions 
await further analysis. The most nagging of these questions regards the determi- 
nation of ‘significance.’ It is clear, for example, that powerful pressure-strain-rate 
1 
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events in which a great deal of energy transfer takes place locally in space exist; the 
pdf’s of 411, 4 2 2  and 4 3 3  are extremely peaked around zero and possess very high 
flatness factors. It is because these events are so sparse that the net contributions 
to the statistical averages from the high-mhgnitude fluctuations are only 50% or 
less. 
The significance of these powerful events in the evolution of the intercomponent 
energy transfer process, however, may be only partially related to their contribution 
to the statistical average. Indeed, the description of the qualitative features of the 
intercomponent energy transfer process as a whole by the high-magnitude events 
alone suggests that these powerful events may provide a major influence to the 
pressure-strain-rate fluctuations at all magnitudes. Currently in process is the de- 
velopment of schemes for isolation of the powerful events from the datasets through 
objective criteria, and further analysis of the separated datasets for determination 
of ‘significance.’ 
Detailed analyses into the structure of powerful intercomponent energy transfer 
events, and their structural interrelationships with the local vorticity field are de- 
scribed in BL. We found that the energy transfer event @ in figure 2 is associated 
with a local stagnation point of high strain-rate and zero vorticity, apparently in- 
duced by a hairpin-vortex-type structure surrounding it. This event occurs in a 
region of positive slow pressure. Another powerful event with similar energy trans- 
fer characteristics was since found, which is associated with negative slow pressure. 
This event lies embedded within the legs of a hairpin vortex, suggesting that both 
events are associated with a vortical structure. 
We briefly mention that the same analyses as described above have been applied 
to the rapid pressure-strain-rate term n;, and results qualitatively similar to those 
for 4 i j  have been found. 
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